Context: Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the standard for establishing practice guidelines; however, they are expensive and time-consuming, and often the generalizability of the results is limited.
treatment and control groups, which can lead to bias when drawing conclusions for the 2 different groups.
Although there are techniques for diminishing or eliminating potential bias, the flawed interpretation of these study designs and the incorrect application of the techniques can lead to erroneous conclusions. to the clinician and, in theory, more easily assimilated into everyday practice. 12, 13 The goal of the present observational study was to examine the findings from the AOA-CAP and to evaluate associations between OMT, pain perception, work 14 We hypothesized that findings collected from this registry-based system will be consistent with findings of the RCT and prove the validity and generalizability of this pseudoexperimental model. If this is the case, the present study will provide the groundwork for additional PBRN studies, which would allow physicians and researchers a simpler way to add to the evidence base for many clinical conditions.
Methods

Data Source
The AOA-CAP is a Web-based primary care registry Table 4 ).
The 209 patients who received no OMT for low back pain are also shown adjacent to the average number of OMT sessions patients received for each body region.
To better compare data from the present study with that of the RCT by Andersson et al, 14 we identified a co- 
Comment
Our findings revealed that OMT was associated with reduced use of all analgesic medications and nonopioid analgesics, as well as an association with reduced missed or restricted-duty days at work. Our study found no statistihort of 539 patients (Figure 2) . Using this cohort, we compared data from patients receiving OMT with those who did not receive OMT ( Table 6) .
By confining the present study to AOA-CAP data, we a The "No OMT" group is composed of patients for whom dysfunction was noted but whose dysfunction was not treated with OMT. Thus, an experimental model other than an RCT would likely be required to obtain more data on this question.
The use of a patient registry to compare clinical practice outcomes with those of an RCT is a novel approach.
Although both studies come to the same conclusion, they use very different methodologies, with large differences in generalizability and inference. The RCT by Andersson et al 14 started with 1193 patients; exclusion criteria, pain issues, lack of consent, medical problems, withdrawals, and loss to follow-up reduced the number for randomization suggests that both approaches are valuable.
Bias can also be introduced into a retrospective or observational study by loss to follow-up or failure to fully document a patient's condition. Of note, only 55% of a The "No OMT" group is composed of patients for whom dysfunction was noted but whose dysfunction was not managed with OMT. 
